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1. Mike ____________ to the park.

•Walked
•Will walk
•Is walking 

3. My uncle and I __________ for movies 
tonight.

•Is going
•Went
•Will go

5. Who ____________ the cake?

•Will bring
•Is bringing
•Brings

7.He ___________ play violin for school.

•Will play
•Played
•Is playing

9. My mom ____________ me up after 
school.

•Will pick
•Is picking
•Pick

2. Luke ___________ reading his book 
tomorrow.

•Is finishing
•Finish
•Will finish

4.  We __________ to the mall tomorrow.

•Will go
•Going
•Is going

6. I ___________ make my own breakfast.

•Made
•Will make
•Make

8. She ___________ our school in science 
fair.

•Represents
•Is representing
•Will represent

10. My dad ___________ us for fishing.

•Is taking
•Will take
•Take

Select the correct Simple Future Tense from the options

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb
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1. Mike will walk to the park.

•Walked
•Will walk
•Is walking 

3. My uncle and I will go for movies tonight.

•Is going
•Went
•Will go

5. Who will bring the cake?

•Will bring
•Is bringing
•Brings

7.He will play play violin for school.

•Will play
•Played
•Is playing

9. My mom ____________ me up after 
school.

•Will pick
•Is picking
•Pick

2. Luke will finish reading his book 
tomorrow.

•Is finishing
•Finish
•Will finish

4.  We will go to the mall tomorrow.

•Will go
•Going
•Is going

6. I will make make my own breakfast.

•Made
•Will make
•Make

8. She will represent our school in science 
fair.

•Represents
•Is representing
•Will represent

10. My dad ___________ us for fishing.

•Is taking
•Will take
•Take

Answer

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb


